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The OCS photodissociation dynamics of the dominant S(1D2) channel near 214 nm have been
studied using velocity map ion imaging. We report a CO vibrational branching ratio of 0.79:0.21
for v = 0:v = 1, indicating substantially higher vibrational excitation than that observed at slightly
longer wavelengths. The CO rotational distribution is bimodal for both v = 0 and v = 1, although the
bimodality is less pronounced than at longer wavelengths. Vector correlations, including rotational
alignment, indicate that absorption to both the 21A′ (A) and 11A′′ (B) states is important in the
lower- j part of the rotational distribution, while only 21A′ state absorption contributes to the upper
part; this conclusion is consistent with work at longer wavelengths. Classical trajectory calculations
including surface hopping reproduce the measured CO rotational distributions and their dependence
on wavelength well, though they underestimate the v = 1 population. The calculations indicate that
the higher- j peak in the rotational distribution arises from molecules that begin on the 21A′ state
but make nonadiabatic transitions to the 11A′ (X) state during the dissociation, while the lower- j
peak arises from direct photodissociation on either the 21A′ or the 11A′′ states, as found in previous
work. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4955189]

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbonyl sulfide (OCS), the most abundant sulfur
containing compound in the atmosphere,1 is emitted into
the troposphere by both biogenic and anthropogenic sources.
The burning of biomass and natural gas and the oxidation
of dimethyl sulfide and carbon disulfide account for the
majority of OCS production.2,3 OCS is relatively inert with
a global lifetime of 3.7 yr in the troposphere, resulting in
partial transport to the stratosphere where the lifetime is
63 ± 15 yr,4,5 with photolysis as the major loss pathway. The
UV absorption spectrum of OCS shows a broad Gaussian-like
peak near 223 nm with weak vibrational structure.6–10 The
lowest energy levels in linear OCS are the ground 1Σ+ state
and the excited 1Σ− and 1∆ states. Transitions from the ground
state to 1Σ− and 1∆ states are forbidden by symmetry for
linear OCS. Upon bending, the 1Σ+ state becomes 11A′ (called
X by Schmidt et al.,11 whose naming we will follow). The
1Σ− state becomes 11A′′ (B) on bending, and the 1∆ state
splits into a Renner-Teller pair 21A′ (A) and 21A′′ (C). The
A and B states have shallow wells at bent geometries, and
dissociate directly. The C state and the very similar 23A′′ (c)
state have deep wells at linear or nearly linear geometries
and are quasibound. Transitions in bent OCS from the ground
state to the A and B states contribute the smooth main part
of its first absorption band, and Schmidt et al. concluded that
transitions to C and c produce the superimposed vibrational
structure.11

There are two sulfur product channels in OCS
photodissociation,

a)E-mail: swnorth@tamu.edu. Fax: 979-845-2971.

OCS(1Σ+) → CO(1Σ+,v, j) + S(1D2) (1)

→ CO(1Σ+,v, j) + S(3PJ) (2)

with the singlet channel (1) dominant at all wavelengths
studied. At 222 nm, approximately 94% proceeds to the
singlet channel.12 We examine the singlet pathway in the
present work.

The CO bond length is only 3% shorter in CO than in
OCS, and the dissociation produces a cold CO vibrational
state distribution. Sivakumar et al. observed no vibrationally
excited CO following photolysis at any of 222, 235, and
248 nm and gave upper limits of 2% v = 1 at 222 nm and 6%
at 235 nm.13 Sato et al. also detected no v > 0 CO.14 Rijs et al.
did detect a small amount of v = 1 CO at 230 nm, but did not
give a quantitative estimate of the branching ratio.15 Lee et al.
saw hints of vibrationally excited, possibly including v = 4,
CO following 193 nm dissociation.16

Strong bending forces on the A and B state surfaces during
the dissociation result in rotationally excited CO fragments.
Sivakumar et al. were the first to observe the highly excited
and bimodal rotational state distribution at 222 nm, with a
main peak at j = 56 and a subsidiary maximum at j = 67.13

Subsequent work by other groups showed that the bimodal
character persists for photolysis wavelengths between 248
and 193 nm.13–18 As the excitation energy increases, the
higher- j peak becomes more pronounced, both components
of the rotational distribution shift to higher j, and the spacing
between the two components diminishes. By 217 nm the two
rotational distributions partially coalesce,14 and at 193 nm the
high- j peak is the largest.16 At 288 nm in the far red wing of
the absorption band, little excess energy remains for rotational
excitation.19

0021-9606/2016/145(2)/024310/10/$30.00 145, 024310-1 Published by AIP Publishing.
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Product angular distributions I (θ) have been reported
at several dissociation wavelengths.12–14,16–22 These are
characterized by the spatial anisotropy parameter β according
to I (θ) ∝ 1 + βP2 (cos θ) where P2 is the second Legendre
polynomial and θ is the angle between the outgoing fragment
velocity and the polarization vector of the photodissociating
light. For a linear molecule in the axial recoil limit, β is +2
for a purely parallel transition (∆Ω = 0) and −1 for a purely
perpendicular transition (∆Ω = ±1).23,24 For dissociation of
bent but rotationless OCS, absorption to an A′′ state will
necessarily produce β = −1, while absorption to an A′ state
may produce any value of β between 2 and −1 depending
on the orientation of the transition dipole in the molecular
plane and the extent of nonaxial recoil. Most experiments
indicate that β generally increases with CO rotational state,
from relatively small positive values at the lowest populated
j state to near the limiting value of 2 in the upper part of the
rotational distribution. At 288 nm the slightly lower-energy B
state dominates the absorption and β ≈ −0.7.19

Sivakumar et al. also measured the CO rotational
alignment, the distribution of CO angular momentum vectors
j with respect to the polarization vector µ of the photolysis
light.13 The µ-j correlation is the experimental observable
best suited to distinguish between products formed via A′

or A′′ state excitation. Conservation of angular momentum
constrains v to be perpendicular to j for photodissociation of
a j = 0 triatomic molecule. Since µ lies in the OCS plane
for the A′ state excitation, µ and j must be perpendicular,
while for the A′′ state excitation µ and j must be parallel.
Therefore, determination of the µ-j correlation can provide
quantitative information regarding the relative contributions of
the two absorption pathways. Sivakumar et al. made the only
previous measurements of this quantity for OCS, at 222 nm,
and used them to estimate the fractional contributions of
different electronic states as a function of product rotational
state.13 In this paper we report new measurements of CO
rotational alignment for dissociation near 214 nm.

The current understanding of OCS photodissociation
dynamics in the first absorption band indicates that absorption
to the A and B states plays roughly comparable roles in
the lower part of the rotational distribution,13,18,25 while the
upper part is contributed by absorption to the A state followed
by nonadiabatic transitions to the ground state. Nonaxial
recoil is important for both A and B state dissociations. The
transition moment for the A-state absorption, which must
lie in the triatomic plane, is displaced from the OCS axis
by 30◦-40◦, compensating for nonaxial recoil and yielding β
parameters near 2 despite its presence.22,25 Absorption to the
B state necessarily produces β = −1 for nonrotating OCS.
The variation in β across the lower part of the rotational
distribution reflects the relative contributions of the A and
B states and their slightly different rotational distributions.
The crucial transition dipole functions are relatively difficult
to calculate accurately with electronic structure methods,11

and the relative contribution of A and B states has therefore
been the slowest part of the dynamical picture to come to
consensus.

In this work we report experimental product state
distributions, angular distributions, and rotational alignments

for OCS photodissociation dynamics near 214 nm, extending
previous similar measurements to shorter wavelength. The
rotational distributions of the CO product for both v = 0
and v = 1 measured using 2 + 1 REMPI are bimodal but
only partially resolved, reflecting the merging of the two
rotational components that are resolved at longer wavelength.
S(1D2) images were collected to confirm the CO rotational
distributions. The spatial anisotropy distribution obtained from
the S(1D2) image indicates that β increases in value from low
j to high j, consistent with results at longer wavelength. CO
fragment vector correlations including rotational alignments
confirm that both 21A′ and 11A′′ absorptions contribute
to the low j component while the 21A′ state is the
main contributor to the high j component. Most of the
experimental results agree satisfactorily with corresponding
surface-hopping calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The molecular beam/velocity-map ion-imaging apparatus
has been described in detail elsewhere,26 although the detector
region has been modified and the length of the flight tube
increased to 76 cm. The turbopumped vacuum system consists
of source, main, and detector regions, arranged collinearly.
A free jet expansion is produced by a General Valve series
9 pulsed valve in the source chamber whose pressure is
typically 9 × 10−5 Torr. An electroformed skimmer collimates
the molecular beam and separates the source and main
(interaction) regions. Pressures in the main region are typically
2 × 10−6 Torr with minimal change when the pulsed valve
is operating. Two windows allow counterpropagating laser
beams to intersect the molecular beam at 90◦. Four einzel
lenses accelerate photoions toward the detector and provide
velocity mapping. The detector region is separated from the
main chamber by a gate valve and is kept at pressures near
1 × 10−7 Torr during operation. The detector, which faces
the beam source, consists of a pair of chevron microchannel
plates (MCPs) with a P51 phosphor screen. A Hamamatsu
R928 photomultiplier tube or an IDS uEye gated CCD camera
is used to record the signal from the phosphor screen. The
source gas was made by flowing 1 atm of helium through a
bubbler containing OCS at 196 K, yielding ∼25% OCS in the
molecular beam. Measurements using a 5% mixture of CO
and helium gas yielded a principal rotational temperature of
about 8 K with a small high- j tail.

Linearly polarized 214 nm light was generated by the
third harmonic of a Spectra Physics Lab-150-10 Nd:YAG
laser (355 nm) which pumped a Lambda Physik Scanmate dye
laser to generate 430 nm. The dye laser output was frequency
doubled using a type I BBO crystal to generate wavelengths
corresponding to the 2 + 1 REMPI transitions of CO through
the E-X (0,0) band (213-216 nm).27,28 The laser beam was
focused into the interaction region using a 25 cm focal length
lens. Experimental images of the CO fragment employed only
one color. Experimental images of the sulfur atom fragment
employed a second counterpropagating dye laser for 2 + 1
REMPI detection. The sulfur probe beam was generated by the
second harmonic of a Spectra Physics Lab-150-10 Nd:YAG
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(532 nm) which pumped a PDL-1 dye laser (Rhodamine 610)
with wavelengths ranging from 583 to 595 nm. The output
was frequency doubled for the 2 + 1 REMPI transition of
S(1D2) at 291.18 nm via the 3P1 intermediate state29,30 and
focused into the interaction region using a 30 cm focal length
lens. The polarization of either laser could be set to be parallel
to the image plane (later noted as V) or perpendicular to the
image plane (H). The focus of the 214 nm pump beam was
detuned when collecting the sulfur images. Typical energies
for the 214 nm and 290 nm pulses were 500 µJ/pulse and
900 µJ/pulse, respectively. The pump-probe delay time used
for the two-color experiment was approximately 25 ns. The
crushed sulfur images were obtained with both the dissociation
and probe laser beams vertically polarized, yielding cylindrical
symmetry in the ion cloud, in order to permit polar onion
peeling to reconstruct the full 3D images resulting in speed
distributions.31 The MCP time gating was 100 ns for crushed
images. The DC sliced images were treated using the finite
slice algorithm described by Komissarov et al. to obtain speed
distributions.32 The resulting speed distribution was treated
with a polynomial fit to subtract the background signal. The
MCP time gating was 40 ns for sliced images resulting in a
finite slice of ∼20%.

III. CALCULATIONS

The classical calculations were carried out as described
in Refs. 25 and 33, using the empirically modified adiabatic
surfaces for the A and B states described in Ref. 25. Schmidt
and Olsen recently found, using a two-dimensional study
with accurate electron correlation methods, that the empirical
modification to those surfaces was at least qualitatively
reasonable.34 As in Ref. 25, the total energy was reduced
by 0.1 eV in order to compensate for unphysical distribution
of the CO zero point energy into product rotation. To model
photodissociation at 214.5 nm from the ground state of OCS
whose zero point energy is 0.245 eV, initial conditions were
therefore selected to have total energies within 0.01 eV of
5.925 eV. Composite properties arising from trajectories on
both A/X and B states were computed as described in Section
V.A of Ref. 25, using a cross section ratio σA/σB = 2.0 for
214.5 nm.35

Nonadiabatic coupling between the A and X surfaces
was modeled with the trajectory surface hopping method of
Tully,36,37 using only the γ component of the nonadiabatic
coupling vector. Total energy was conserved at hops by
distributing the change in potential energy “democratically”
among the three Jacobi momenta, because this approach
was found to be preferable for computation of angular
distributions.33

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Product internal state distributions

A representative experimental 2 + 1 E-X REMPI scan
of the CO fragment arising from OCS photodissociation
near 213.5 nm is shown in Figure 1. Two-color imaging
experiments probing the S(1D2) fragment indicated that the
small change in dissociation wavelength, over a region similar
in range to that of Figure 1, did not yield measurably different
CO rotational populations. We therefore believe that the
one-color measurements can be used to determine the CO
rotational distribution over the narrow range of wavelengths
employed. In the CO REMPI spectrum there are two clear
sets of peaks corresponding to transitions associated with
the (0,0) and (1,1) bands. The simulated (0,0) and (1,1)
bands are shown as black and red, respectively, in the lower
panel of Figure 1. The observed rotational states range from
j = 48 to 76 for the (0,0) band and j = 50 to 69 for the
(1,1) band. Quantitative comparison of the simulated REMPI
spectrum with the experimental data required optimization of
spectroscopic constants in order to obtain reasonable fits for
both transitions. The spectroscopic constants were determined
by fitting the peak positions to

Ehν =

Tvv + Bv

′ j ′ ( j ′ + 1) − Dv
′ j ′2( j ′ + 1)2

−

Bv
′′ j ′′ ( j ′′ + 1) − Dv

′′ j ′′2( j ′′ + 1)2 . (3)

The initial Bν′′, Dν′′, Bν′, Dν′, T00 for v = 0 and v = 1 were
taken from Baker et al.38 T11 was calculated by taking the
difference of T10 from Baker et al.38 and v0 from Plyler et al.39

Using these values as a starting point, all of the parameters
were optimized resulting in effective spectral constants for

FIG. 1. 2+1 REMPI scan of the CO S-
branch from the one color photodisso-
ciation of OCS. The experimental data
(upper trace) show the clearly resolved
v= 0 and v= 1 components. Simulated
spectra for the v= 0 (black) and v= 1
(red) contributions are shown below.
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TABLE I. The spectroscopic constants used to both fit the CO 2+1 REMPI spectra and simulate the sulfur speed
distribution. All values reported are in cm−1.

Bν′′ Dν′′ Bν′ Dν′ Tνv

v= 0 1.8889 5.477 × 10−6 1.9312 5.908 × 10−6 92 929.9538

v= 1 1.8924 6.1244 × 10−6 1.9261 7.1526 × 10−6 92 939.7a

aT11 was calculated by taking the difference between T10 (95 081.9 cm−1) from Baker et al.38 and v0 (2143.2 cm−1) from Plyler
et al.39

the X and E states. The final values used in the spectral
simulations are shown in Table I.

Simulations of the REMPI of the (0,0) and (1,1) bands are
shown with solid black and red lines, respectively. Several of
the peaks associated with the individual vibronic bands overlap
in the spectrum, making a determination of relative intensities
difficult. In order to determine the relative populations of
the overlapping peaks, we collected CO ion images at
wavelengths corresponding to the overlapping states: at
213.458 nm ( j = 64 v = 0 and j = 68 v = 1), 213.478 nm
( j = 63 v = 0 and j = 67 v = 1), 213.615 nm ( j = 58 v = 0
and j = 61 v = 1), and 213.641 nm ( j = 57 v = 0 and
j = 60 v = 1). The relative intensity from each overlapped
feature is obtained by integrating the intensity of each
contribution. The non-overlapped v = 0 and v = 1 transition
peaks were fit directly. The overall v = 1 population is
estimated based on the peak area of all the peaks from
v = 1 transitions over the sum of the peak areas from both the
v = 1 and v = 0 transitions,

P(v = 1) =


j=0, v=1 I( j)
j=0, v=0 I( j) + j=0, v=1 I( j) . (4)

The simulated spectrum is in good agreement with the exper-
imental REMPI spectrum. The consistent trend of transitions
rules out possibilities of isolated perturbations. The Franck-
Condon factors of (0,0) and (1,1) bands, computed using
Morse potentials for the E and X states,40 differ by less than
4%. However, a smooth competition between predissociation
and ionization can still not be eliminated. A difference in
ionization probability between v = 0 and v = 1 CO could
affect the fraction of v = 1 determined via Equation (4).
No attempts are made to correct for these issues.

Figure 2 shows two images of one color dissociation at
wavelengths corresponding to the overlapping states. Features
corresponding to CO (v = 0, j) (outer ring) and CO (v = 1, j)
(inner ring) products are clearly resolved. The ion images
shown have been symmetrized and their corresponding speed
distributions (filled circles) from reconstructed images are
also shown in Figure 2. The relative contributions of v = 0
and v = 1 to each overlapped peak can be determined by
integration of the corresponding features. In addition, the
comparison of the speeds associated with the CO v = 0
and v = 1 components can be used to provide confirmation
of the rotational state assignments. Gaussian peaks were
used to simulate the speed distributions in Figure 2, using
speeds derived from energy conservation. Based on this
analysis we are confident of the final state assignments
employed in the spectral simulations. In Figure 2, very weak
features are observed near 1550 m/s and 1700 m/s consistent
with vibrationally excited OCS parent (v2 = 1) producing

CO (v = 0, j) fragments. Minor features corresponding to
vibrationally excited parent are also present for the v = 1 CO
product channel. The simulated v = 1 CO product originating
from vibrationally excited parent OCS appears at 950 m/s
and 1250 m/s for the upper and lower images, respectively.
Previous studies17,19,22,41–43 have observed contributions from
the photodissociation of vibrationally excited OCS, which
are most pronounced at the highest CO rotational states,
suggesting that initial parent bending leads to greater final CO
rotation. Our observations are consistent with these reports.
Based on the intensities of the rotational lines, we find a v = 1
contribution of approximately 21% which is larger than the
theoretical prediction of 13.2%.25,44

Figure 3 shows the CO rotational distributions from
photodissociation near 214 nm. The experimental population
for each CO rovibrational state was obtained from the
fitted 2 + 1 REMPI spectrum shown in Figure 1. The
experimental rotational populations have been normalized
and are compared to classical trajectory/surface hopping
calculations. The computed population contributions to each
CO vibrational state from the A/X and B pathways are
also shown. The A/X component includes any product that
originated in the 21A′ state, while the B pathway is for products
from the 11A′′ state. Previous studies at longer wavelengths
reported a clear bimodal distribution. At wavelengths near
214 nm, however, the two components have almost coalesced,
although there are clearly two features present. For v = 0
products, the lowest rotational state observed is j = 48. The

FIG. 2. S branch CO ion images with their corresponding speed distributions
and simulations at 213.478 nm on the top and 213.615 nm on the bottom.
The inner rings originate from v= 1 CO while the outer rings originate from
v= 0 CO. The top panel corresponds to j = 63 for the outer ring and j = 67
for the inner ring and the bottom panel corresponds to j = 58 for the outer
ring and j = 61 for the inner ring. Filled circles are for the experimental
speed distribution, while the solid lines show the simulated speed distribution.
Minor contributions of CO products originating from vibrationally excited
parent OCS are also shown and their locations are marked by arrows.
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FIG. 3. CO rotational distributions associated with v= 0 (upper panel) and
v= 1 (lower panel). In both panels, the experimental data are shown with
filled circles and compared to the results of classical trajectory calculations
(solid lines). The computed contributions from the A/X and B pathways are
shown with blue and green lines, respectively, for both v= 0 and v= 1 CO
products. The rotational populations have been normalized and scaled.

results from the trajectory calculations match the maximum
in the experimental population distribution, although there
are some differences at the highest states. The calculations
overestimate populations near j = 65 and underestimate those
for j > 70. The experimental CO v = 1 rotational distribution
is qualitatively in agreement with calculated results and the
shift of the distributions to lower j is well reproduced. The
rotational population starts at higher j and ends at lower j
than the v = 0 rotational distribution.

In order to confirm the rotational distribution derived
from the CO REMPI, we collected ion images of the S(1D2)
fragment. Both DC sliced and crushed images were obtained
and analyzed. Figure 4 shows a typical DC sliced S(1D2)
image arising from OCS photodissociation at 214.2 nm with
a vertically polarized pump laser beam and a horizontally
polarized probe laser beam. The clear ring-pattern structure
in the image corresponds to specific rotational states of the
coincident CO fragment due to energy conservation, given by

Eavail = hv − D00 + Eint (OCS)
= Eint (CO) + Eint (S) + Etrans, (5)

where Eavail is the available energy of photochemical products,
hv is the dissociation photon energy, D00 is the dissociation
energy of OCS, Eint (OCS), Eint (CO), Eint (S) are internal
energy of OCS, CO, and S, respectively, and Etrans is the
translational energy of two fragments. We employed a value

FIG. 4. A DC sliced S(1D2) ion image arising from OCS photodissociation
at 214.2 nm with a VH geometry.

of D00 of 34 641 cm−1 based on the work of Komissarov
et al.32 The S(1D2) speed distribution derived from Figure 4
is shown in Figure 5.

The CO vibrational distribution can also be extracted from
the sulfur images. Forward convolution simulations (solid
black) using the optimized CO rotational state distributions
for both the v = 0 (green) and the v = 1 (red) components
derived from the CO REMPI spectra are shown in Figure 5.
The ratio between the v = 0 and v = 1 states was adjusted in
order to find the best fit to the sulfur speed distribution. The
best fit, shown in Figure 5, resulted in a v = 1 contribution
of 21% ± 8%, in excellent agreement with the result obtained
from the REMPI spectrum.

The trajectory calculations predict that the v = 1
population should be small but increase as the wavelength
becomes shorter. The calculated populations in v = 1 from
McBane et al. are 2.3%, 2.7%, 4.7%, 13.5%, and 13.2%
at 248, 235, 230, 222, and 214.5 nm, respectively.25,44 The

FIG. 5. The speed distribution derived from the DC sliced S(1D2) image
shown in Figure 4. The simulation consists of two components based on the
rotational distributions from the REMPI spectrum, v= 0 in green and v= 1
in red. The v= 1 population of 21% is shown which was obtained from the
REMPI spectrum.
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calculations therefore underestimate the 214.5 nm vibrational
population modestly.

The 21% v = 1 population found here is more surprising
because of its discordance with experimental results at other
wavelengths. Several groups14,15 have detected CO following
230 nm dissociation using 2 + 1 REMPI through the B state;
it is not too surprising that most of those experiments did
not observe highly rotationally excited CO, since the B state
is predissociated in v = 1 above j = 17, and more strongly
predissociated above j = 37.45 Rijs et al., using the same
technique with photoelectron detection, did see a very weak
spectrum corresponding to the Q branch of the (1-1) band.15

The absence of rotational resolution in that spectrum, while
the spectroscopically similar (0-0) band nearby was fully
resolved, further indicates that predissociation at high j
limits the sensitivity of the B-X REMPI probe. The 217
nm experiment of Sato et al. used CO REMPI through the
C state on a Q branch.14 In that spectrum the (1-1) band
can be expected to be hidden under the (0-0) band, except
for the j < 50 tail of the v = 1 rotational distribution. In fact
there is a small tail extending to lower j in their published
spectrum (Fig. 7) between 217.45 and 217.5 nm that may
well be the (1-1) band. However, the 222 nm experiment of
Sivakumar et al., using one-photon laser induced fluorescence
through the A state, should have been sensitive to v = 1
CO, and that group found no v = 1 during “extensive
searches.”13

Several other groups17,18,22,43,46 have depended on REMPI
of the sulfur atom, and extracted CO internal state distributions
from the sulfur speed distributions. In those experiments it is
hard to identify v = 1 unless the sulfur speed distribution is
fully rotationally resolved, as is evident in Figure 5; the slower
atoms correlated with v = 1 tend to merge with similarly slow
atoms coincident with higher rotational levels in v = 0.

In our experiment, predissociation or dissociative
ionization of the E state during REMPI detection are
also possibilities; these effects have been reported at
j ≤ 31.27,38,47 The C+ yield from CO+ is j-state dependent
and is not negligible near j = 20. However, the influence of
predissociation or dissociative ionization at j > 50 has not
been reported. Attempts were made to search for C+ but no
signal was detected, so we conclude that the yield of C+ is
unlikely to be significant. The v = 1 level in the E state is
more likely than v = 0 to suffer these effects so they would
probably cause an underestimate, rather than an overestimate,
of the v = 1 population.

We conclude that the branching ratio into v = 1 changes
substantially between 222 and 214 nm. Our trajectory
calculations, and the quantum calculations reported in Ref. 25,
do suggest a fairly steep rise (a factor of about 3) in the
v = 1 population between 230 and 222 nm. One possibility
is that the steep rise does occur, but at somewhat shorter
wavelengths, so that the small v = 1 population at 222 nm
was below the detection limit of the LIF experiment but the
v = 1 yield rises to more than 14% by 214 nm. Evidence
against that speculation is that in preliminary two-color
experiments we have detected substantial v = 1 product from
230 nm photolysis using the 214 nm E-state probe technique.
Given the surprising inconsistencies among the different

observations, we must regard the wavelength dependence of
the product vibrational distribution as open for investigation.
Our experiments definitely indicate that 214 nm dissociation
produces a non-negligible amount of v = 1 CO.

B. Computed rotational distributions
and interpretation

When the rotational distribution is compared to those
at longer wavelengths, a consistent trend appears: with
decreasing photolysis wavelength the two channels merge
together, the high j component increases in intensity, and
the rotational distribution moves to higher j. Our rotational
distribution shows a higher contribution from the 21A′ channel
than Sato et al. found at 217 nm.14 The higher j product
channel (from pure 21A′ state) at 217 nm is still relatively
low in intensity compared to the lower j channel (from a
mixed contribution of both 21A′ and 11A′′ states). In the
present work at 214 nm the higher j component shows
comparable intensity to lower j components. Dissociation at
217 nm yields a rotational distribution that peaks at j = 58
and j = 65, while this work shows peaks at j = 60 and 70.
Trajectory calculations suggest that both of these differences
are due to the shape of excited state potential energy surface.
The rotationally excited products are the result of simultaneous
bond breaking and bending. The molecule starts on the excited
state surface in a nearly linear configuration, with γ of just
a few degrees, while the A and B states have minima near
γ = 48◦ and 38◦, respectively. During the dissociation the
bending potential applies a torque that increases γ (and its
time derivative j) until the minimum is reached; after that,
the potential serves to slow the rotation. The differences in
dissociation wavelength result in different starting points for
the trajectories on the excited state surface, which eventually
result in different deceleration forces on the OCS bending. As
the wavelength of excitation decreases, excited state molecules
start in regions with higher bending forces and the deceleration
effect becomes less pronounced, resulting in products with
more rotational excitation. The non-adiabatic crossing from
the 21A′ (A state) to the 11A′ (X state) takes place just after
the bending of OCS reaches the “deceleration region,” so that
molecules making that transition retain the high rotational
angular momentum they acquired in the initial stages of the
dissociation.

The left panels in Figure 6 show “phase space plots,”
j(t) vs. γ(t), for 15 randomly selected trajectories beginning
on the A state at 230 and 214 nm. The first hop from A to
X is marked with a dot; segments of each trajectory on the
X state are plotted in red. The surface hops fall into “early”
and “late” groups because of the coordinate dependence of
the nonadiabatic coupling.11 At both wavelengths, trajectories
that make early hops and remain on the X state are decelerated
less than those that complete most of the trajectory on the
A state. The early hop groups therefore finish with higher
j on average. At 230 nm, the early hop trajectories are
clearly segregated from the others that hop late or not at all,
while at 214 nm the separation is not as clear because the
A-state-only trajectories are not as strongly affected by the
angular decelerating force. The right panels give the rotational
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FIG. 6. Left panels: Individual trajectories begun on the A state and propagated with the possibility of surface hopping to X, plotted in (γ, j) coordinates.
Portions of each trajectory on the A state are in black and on the X state are in red, with the first hop from A to X indicated with a red dot. Right panels:
rotational distributions from the entire trajectory set (50 000 trajectories at each wavelength), divided into two groups that did or did not hop from A to X while
γ < 1.7.

distributions from the complete trajectory sets, separated into
sets that do make an early hop and those that do not. The
merging of the pure-A and the nonadiabatic A-X components
of the rotational distribution with decreasing wavelength is
clear. Some trajectories make an early hop to X but hop
quickly back to A; those still feel the decelerating force and
are the source of the “tail” that extends to lower j in the early
hop rotational distribution.

C. Vector correlations and contributions
of 21A′ and 11A′′ states

We collected a series of CO images to determine the
j-dependent relative contribution from the 21A′ and 11A′′

states. Figure 7 shows three CO images acquired using R-
branch transitions that display distinct anisotropy. On the
leftmost image, the outer ring corresponds to j = 57, v = 0
and shows weak four-fold symmetry, with extra intensity at
the 90◦ image angle. In contrast, the image from j = 71, v = 0
shows more pronounced four-fold symmetry, with very low
signal intensities at 90◦. The image from j = 62, v = 0 shows
intermediate anisotropy. Image anisotropies result from linear
laser polarization and fragment vector correlations. The linear
polarization provides lab frame alignment with the transition
dipole moment and preferential detection of rotational angular
momentum vectors. Changes in the image anisotropies from
low j to high j CO images quantitatively reveal changes in
vector correlation.

Several different formalisms have been used to describe
vector correlations. Dixon’s semiclassical bipolar moment
formalism offers a description with straightforward physical
interpretations.48 Conveniently, the β2

0 (20) (µ-v), β0
0 (22)

(v-j), and β2
0 (02) (µ-j) low order bipolar moments can be

interpreted semiclassically as the expectation values of the
2nd Legendre polynomial: ⟨P2(cos θ)⟩ where θ is the angle
between two relevant vectors. For example, β2

0 (02), where θ
is the angle between the µ and j vectors, gives limiting values
ranging from −0.5 if the vectors are perpendicular (21A′ state
in OCS), to 1 if the vectors are parallel (11A′′ state in OCS).
j dependent bipolar moments can be derived from CO image
anisotropies.

FIG. 7. R branch CO (v= 0) images from different rotational states. The
insets show the corresponding image anisotropy parameters. From left to right
images are taken at 214.291 nm, 214.18 nm, and 214.027 nm.
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Angular distributions were extracted from each image
by integrating the intensity over a narrow radial range (5-
8 pixels) around the outer edge of each crushed image. When
the measured images consist of a single speed component,
the signal at the maximum ion cloud radius is equivalent to
the angular distribution that would be obtained from sliced
imaging.49 The angular distributions of ion images can be
expressed as weighted sums of Legendre polynomials,

IFG (θ) = 1 + βFG
2 P2 (cos θ) + βFG

4 P4 (cos θ)
+ βFG

6 P6 (cos θ) , (6)

where the βFG
k

are called image anisotropy parameters. F
and G stand for the lab frame pump and probe polarizations,
respectively, which in these experiments are both polarized
along a vector X parallel to the imaging plane. The X axis
defines the origin of the imaging angle θ. Up to 6th order
polynomials are applied; in the semi-classical limit, orders
higher than six may be neglected for a two photon process.50

In the high- j semiclassical limit, the contribution of coherence
effects to the angular momentum polarization of CO is 1/ j
dependent, so the high- j limit is appropriate for CO fragments
with j > 50 where these effects are negligible.

Bipolar moments can be calculated from measured image
anisotropy parameters.49,51 We have recently extended the
methodology of Grubb et al. (applicable to 1 + 1 REMPI
detection) to 2 + 1 REMPI detection. This method follows the
same general approach as the work of Grubb et al.,

βFG
k =

 π

0
I[Θ,Φ, θε, βK

Q (k1, k2)]Pk(cos θ)2k + 1
2

sin θdθ,

(7)

where Θ is the angle between recoil velocity vector of the
photofragment v and probe laser polarization vector P, θε
is the angle between v and dissociation laser polarization
vector E, Φ is the azimuthal angle between P and E about
v, θ is the lab frame image angle, and the βK

Q (k1, k2) are
a set of Dixon’s bipolar moments. In the case of DC-
sliced images with vertically polarized dissociation and probe
lasers, the θε and Θ angles both become image angle θ,
while Φ becomes 0.49 I


Θ,Φ, θε, β

K
Q (k1, k2)


is a function

describing the photofragment detection probability in the
molecular frame.52,53 We have extended Equation (16) from
Ref. 52 to include additional terms which emerge from 2 + 1
detection. By using the bridging Equations (7a)-(7e) from
Rakitzis et al. and Equations (2)-(5) from Denzer et al., we
replace Rakitzis’s molecular frame polarization parameter,
a(k)
q (p), in the photofragment detection probability function

with bipolar moments.54,55 In this way, we obtain image
anisotropies as functions of bipolar moments and detection
laser geometries. The function I


Θ,Φ, θε, β

K
Q (k1, k2)


in

Equation (7) contains detection sensitivity factor, sk, based
on Table I from published work by Rakitzis and Alexander.53

(These were called alignment sensitivity coefficient in Grubb’s
work.) At high j, the O/S branch s2 and s4 factors included in
I approach the limiting values of −5/7 and 3/7, respectively,
while the P/R branch s2 and s4 factors approach 5/14 and
−12/7, respectively.

For 1 photon dissociation followed by 2 + 1 REMPI
detection, there are 9 applicable bipolar moments: β2

0 (20),
β2

0 (02), β2
0 (22), β0

0 (22), β2
0 (24), β2

0 (42), β2
0 (44), β0

0 (44),
β2

0 (64). In the semi-classical limit the moments β2
0 (42) and

β2
0 (64) can be expressed as linear combinations of other

bipolar moments. Using Equation (4) from Ref. 55 and
Equation (7d) from Ref. 54, and assuming the interference
term is negligible, we find

β2
0 (42) = 7

12
β2

0 (02) − 5
12

β2
0 (22) , (8)

β2
0 (64) = 11

14
β2

0 (24) − 3
14

β2
0 (44) . (9)

We also constrained the values of β0
0(22) and β0

0 (44) to
−0.5 and 0.375, respectively, to reflect the perpendicular
v and j vectors expected for dissociation from jet-cooled
parent OCS. Five image anisotropy parameters are needed to
extract the remaining five independent bipolar moments. In
the work of Grubb et al., the analysis involved βFG

k
from

three detection geometries, VV, VH, and HV. In many cases,
however, for rapid dissociation via a parallel transition, high
quality HV geometry sliced images are hard to obtain. In
such cases, VV images from an S and an R branch (or
an O and a P branch) are more accessible. We find that
full sets of βxx

2 , βxx
4 , βxx

6 coefficients of an S branch and
an R branch image of the same j state, using one color
vertical polarization, can provide sufficient information for
extracting the relevant bipolar moments. More details of the
new mathematical relations will be discussed elsewhere.56

We have extracted full sets of bipolar moments from S
and R branch image pairs at j = 58, 62, and 71 (v = 0) to study
the j-dependence of the vector correlations, particularly the
alignment (µ-v) bipolar moment β2

0(02). The results are shown
in Table II. Figure 8 shows the measured β2

0(02) along with
the calculated prediction that reflects fractional contributions
of A′ and A′′ absorption to each final state. We find values
close to the negative limiting case of β2

0(02) at high j which is
consistent with pure 21A′ state (µ perpendicular to j). At low
j β2

0(02) is close to 0, reflecting a mixture of the 21A′ and 11A′′

channels. A value of β2
0(02) near 0 indicates that the 21A′ state

contribution is greater than 50% since an equal contribution
of the 21A′ and 11A′′ states should yield a value of 0.25 for
β2

0(02). The calculations predict the trend in β2
0(02) values

accurately, but give too large an A′′ contribution at lower j.

FIG. 8. The β2
0(02) bipolar moment for different rotational states. The exper-

imental values are represented by the filled circles at j = 58, 62, and 72. The
calculation is represented by the black line.
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TABLE II. Bipolar moments obtained from CO images.

j 58 62 72

β2
0(02) 0.03 ± 0.13 −0.33 ± 0.13 −0.49 ± 0.13

β2
0(20) 0.14 ± 0.07 0.26 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.07

The error could come either from inaccuracy in the computed
transition moments or in the rotational distributions predicted
for the A and B states. Both problems may be present but
the second is likely to be the main cause of the discrepancy.
The potential energy surfaces used were empirically modified
to give good rotational distributions at 235 nm, and we may
expect errors in their predictions that grow as the dissociation
wavelength moves farther from that “anchor” point.

j-dependent image anisotropy parameters were also
derived from a crushed S(1D2) image. Due to orbital alignment
of the S atom, the βVV

2 parameter is not a direct indicator of
the µ-v correlation.20,21,43,46 However, the βVV

2 values derived
from the S(1D2) image show a general trend from near 0 at
low j to near 1 at high j which is consistent with our derived
β2

0(20) values from the CO images.
The inner ring of the CO image on the left in Figure 7

corresponds to v = 1, j = 60 CO products. This inner ring
shows more significant four-fold symmetry than the outer
ring (lower j). Anisotropic inner rings are observed in several
other CO S branch and R branch images. Although no detailed
analysis to determine vector correlations was performed on
v = 1 images, v = 0 and v = 1 CO images show the same
j-dependent anisotropy trend. We therefore expect that the
v = 0 and v = 1 products have similar vector correlations.
Computations of rotational contributions of 21A′ (A state) and
11A′′ (B state) to the v = 1 rotational distribution were also
conducted and the results are qualitatively consistent with the
trend shown on these images.

Although the measured bipolar moments can be affected
by depolarization due to initial parent rotation, no attempt
was made to correct the values to account for depolarization.
We anticipate that following supersonic expansion, the OCS
parent has low rotational temperature.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, both velocity map ion imaging experiments
and computational results are presented for OCS photodis-
sociation in the 214 nm region. Product distributions were
measured by probing both CO and S(1D2) fragments. One
color laser photodissociation and 2 + 1 REMPI probing the E-
X transition were conducted to obtain a rotational distribution
of CO products for both v = 0 and v = 1. Two color S(1D2)
images show a rovibrational product distribution consistent
with the one from the CO REMPI. The rotational distributions
for both v = 0 and v = 1 CO show two components that
are shifted toward higher j compared to longer dissociation
wavelengths and nearly coalesced. The dissociation dynamics
are similar to those at longer wavelengths, except that a
higher fraction of vibrationally excited CO appears. The
lower j component is produced through incoherent excitation

to 21A′ and 11A′′ followed by direct dissociation on those
surfaces. The high j component is a result of non-adiabatic
crossing from the 21A′ state to the ground state and consequent
avoidance of rotational deceleration from the inner wall of the
bending potential of A-state OCS. The v = 1 CO rotational
distribution generally has the same shape, but is shifted to
lower j by 2-3 quanta.

Vector correlation information in the form of bipolar
moments was extracted from signal images using a new
procedure suitable for 2 + 1 REMPI measurements in a
single polarization geometry on multiple spectral branches.
The resulting moments, in particular the rotational alignment
of product CO, are consistent with the earlier observations
of Sivakumar et al. at 222 nm and indicate a substantial
contribution of 11A′′ absorption to the lower- j part of the
rotational distribution.13
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